P A BAR HIRE
Bar Formats
Day bar and Night Bar:
At any event the bar, the music equipment, the dance floor are all important integral elements to
ensure a successful event. We can supply all of these for you event/party.
Mobile Bar:
We have day bars and night bars, fundamentally they are all the same, with different magnetic front
and sides, the day bars have a rustic wood finish, whilst the night bars have shot-blast acrylic with
multi-colour back led lights. The bar has a service shelf for customer’s drinks and attaching
beer/larger serving taps. Both designs are aesthetically pleasing to the eye, neutral colours to blend
in to any environment, the led- lightings colour can be changed to suit your requirements.
The bars also have a unique huge positive if the bar-hire is for an afternoon/ evening event, the bar
fronts and sides, can be changed from day bar to night bar to provide mood lighting for the evening.
Behind the decorative bar front and side, is the ergonomically design for a professional bar
tender/mixologist. With all the bottle racks, shelving for glass storage, glasses, ice buckets etc, We
also supply Trestle table for behind the bar, to stock various alcohol, optics if required and small
fridges, we also supply beer bins for bottles or, larger and beer on tap.
Bar Description:
The bar size is standard and are unit size, allowing us to provide a bar size to meet your needs, the
unit sizes are 1.2metres wide, .6metre deep and just over 1meter high . Depending upon the size
and space available for your event we recommend a minimum of 2 units to give the best visual
effect and allowing ample storage room behind the bar for all the required stock. The bar units are
assembled side by side, alternatively depending upon the event, the bars can be in separate
locations during the day and moved together for the evening.
Bar Hire : the cost of the bar hire and accessories is paid at time of booking, all other costs are paid
7 days prior to the event.
Mobile bar hire: Bar hire is for a maximum of 4 days an additional day rate is chargeable after 4 days.
1 Mobile Bar unit: I bar unit day bar or night bar, glasses for 40 people, cocktail equipment, trestle
table. £140.00
2 Mobile Bar units: 2 Bar Units day or night bar, glasses for 80 people, cocktail equipment, trestle
table with small fridge and optic bar, 2 beer dispense systems if required. £220.00
3 Mobile Bar units: 3 Bar units day or night bar, glasses for 150 people, cocktail equipment, 2 trestle
tables, 2 fridges, optic bar, 2 beer dispense systems, bottle buckets. £300.00
Please ring or email for quotes above 150people.

